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Seaton earns award
for commitment
Tara Schmidtke
News Editor

Shirley Seaton, Ph.D., assistant director of Multicultural Affairs, received an Ohio Humanitarian Award for Education from
Governor George Voinivich for
her commitment to the Martin
Luther King Jr. ideal.
..He [King] had a dream and a
vision but he also had a plan for
implementation, a collective
commitment," said Seaton. "That
is what I stand for. It's critically
important that we appreciate and
value diversity as being fundamental to the growth and development of this country as a democratic nation."
Seaton was one of eleven
people in Ohio to receive the humanitarian award, which was bestowed by Voinivich through the
auspices ofthe Ohio Martin Luther
King Jr. Holiday Commission.
She was the only one to receive
the award for education.
-nus award came as a big
surprise," said Seaton. "I didn't
apply for it so apparently someone
who knows what I've done and
what I stand for submitted my

name."
Seaton has not only lried to live
her life in accordance with the
idealsofKing,buthasencouraged
others to do the same through her
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dedication to education and to
volunteerism.
"It is my civic duty to volunteer," said Seaton. "I am very
committed to young people and
preserving the Constitution and
the Bill of Rights. What students
have to do is recognize that it [the
Constitution) is there and to exercise certain rights that people
have died for."
As assistant director of
Multicultural Affairs, Seaton
hopes to continue to bring the King
ideal to ~e John Carroll campus
by stressing the importance of diversity, which was a major theme
of King's.
"What I would like seriously
stressed is that we are trying to
create a climate that values diversity," said Seaton. "That's
where the office and I are coming
from - trying to discover what
kind of things we can do in lhis
university, in our own personal
lives and in the lives of others with
whom we come in contaCt"
The goals of Seaaon and of the
Multicultural Affairs office include increasing minority enrollment, recruiting more minority
staff and faculty members, offering support services for minority
students and providing workshops
for the benefit of the entire John
Carroll community.
"It is critical not only for the
minority students but for the majority population to deal with different ethnicities and races - it
carries a certain message," said
Seaton.
Seaton plans to continue directing her efforts toward education and volunteerism by translating dreams into workable goals.
She serves as the coordinator in
the 21st Congressional Dislrict for
the National Bicentennial competition on the Constitution and
the Bill of Rights.
She also serves on the Commission for Administrative services for Cleveland Heights, as
well as being a member of the
Cultural Heritage Advisory
Committee at Cuyahoga Community College, the former
Governor's(Celeste)Taskforceon
Holocaust Education, and the
Regional Interview Chairperson
for Fulbright Teacher Exchange.
"A dream is just a dream," said
Seaton. "It's what we do to set
things in operation that bring us
closer to obtaining a goal."

Blood drive speeds past goal

January 30,1992

Safety is
priority
atJCU
Monica Merella
News Writer

·pho4o by Bnndie S..WIA

Junior Chris campbell donates blood during the Blood Drive
last Tuesday and Wednesday. Thanks to all the donors, the
goal of 200 pints was exceeded.

SU nominations open
with limited response
Tara Schmidtke
News Editor

Nominations for next year's
Student Union executive officers
opened at the Jan. 28 SU meeting
but were met with little response,
as only one person was nominated
for any position.
Greg Bauer, a senator for the
junior class, was nominated for
the position ofchiefjustice by this
year's chief justice Judy
Nemanich.

''This position [chiefjustice) is
based on respect," said Nemanich.
"Greg Bauer has gained this respect. He has a working knowledge of procedure and of the
handbook."
The nomination was seconded
by Senator Adrienne D'Angelo.
..He [Bauer) is impartial, fair
and just," said D'Angelo. "Greg
understands what this job entails.
He's a great choice."

Also at the Jan. 28 meeting,
nominations were opened for the
positions of president and vice
president. However, no one was
nominated for either of the positions. Nominations for these positions, as well as chief justice,
will re-open at the Feb. 4 SU
meeting.
Nominations for secretary and
treasurer will open for the fli"St
time at the Feb. 4 meeting and will
re-open at the Feb. 11 meeting.
According to Diann Dellafiora,
chairperson of elections committee, debates for the candidates will
be held on Feb. 12. General elections will then be held on Feb. 17
and 18.
According to Joe Cimpennan,
president of the Student Union,
student participation in the elections is essential to ensure its
success.
"We're trying to make this
election procedure appeal to the
most people," said Cimpennan,
"We want to strongly encoW"&ge
all people to vote and to show
support for the candidates and the
election process. Seniors also are
allowed to vote in the executive
elections in order to detennine the
future of their school."

In an effort to convince students to take an active part in their
own safety, four panelists addressed the issue ofcampus safety
at the Campus Safety Forum
hosted by the Student Issues
Committee on Monday night.
Each panelist spoke briefly
about the issue of campus safety
and answered questions from
concerned students.
Panelist Joe Farrell, dean of
students, was concerned that
"people are a threat to security and
trust too much. We leave our
doors unlocked, we prop doors,
we're the greatest security risk."
Fran McCaffrey, director of
John Carroll University Campus
Security, said that Carroll is "a
relatively safe place to be," but he
admitted that "s afety is
everybody's job and we aU need
to work at it."
University Heights' chief of
police, Charles LoBello, another
panelist, made four points about
campus safety. He said that we all
must be aware that we are not
immune to crime. He also says
that we must be educated and
aware of what is going on around
us. He said that we must report all
crimes to make sure that everyone
else is aware of what is going on.
"Don't make yourselves easy
marks," said LoBello. "Common
sense is the key."
Panelist Donna B ymes, director of residence life, was concerned
with fire alarms and safety. She
urged that we all need to believe
thatfue alarms "are real everytime,
because we don't know."
Only 18 people attended the
forum, a number which shows,
according to LoBello, "the indifference of students at JCU about
safety."
The forum was created by Kelly
Crowe, a John Carroll sophomore
and chairperson of the Security
sub-committee of the Student Issues Committee. Crowe says the
forum was inspired by campus
security questions asked by students at Freshmen Orientation,
where he worked this summer.
The students at the forum were.
concerned wilh prank calls, fli"St
See Safety, page 5
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editorial

Alcoholism confronts JCU
Fr. Lavelle serves as an example to alcoholics who need rehabilitation
and to a community which must support them and be a part of the healing
process. Just as people were shocked to hear that Magic Johnson had
contracted the HN virus, many on campus were shocked to hear that
Lavelle has an alcohol problem. Just as the NBA has found itself not
immune to the AIDS virus, priests and university presidents are susceptible
to the evils of addiction. Lavelle's seeking help for his problem does not
disgrace the university. Rather, it inspires the Carroll community to
change.
At the individual level, we must stop alcohol abuse. Rev. Peter Fennessy,
S.J., director of campus ministry, insists that alcohol abuse is the number
one problem on our campus because it is the source of almost every major
personal problem. Most violence, and many emotional, legal, academic
and family problems are directly caused by alcohol abuse.
You don't have to be an alcoholic to have a drinking problem. H alcohol
controls your life you have a problem. For example, do you skip classes and
assignments to get drunk or sleep off hang overs? Do you choose your
friends and parties according to the alcohol? Affirmative answers indicate
that alcohol- not you- is controlling your life.
At the campus level, alcohol has become almost an institution. Although
most JCU students are under-age, almost every major campus-wide event
features alcohol. This sends the wrong message. Drunkenness at these
events is more than irresponsibility on the part of the drinker, it is
negligence on the part of the vendor.
Odds are many faculty, staff and students have an alcohol problem. Fr.
Lavelle's example gives this problem and its solutions new energy. Now
is the time for those with a problem to come forward, and for the community
ID BICiptthaaiiiMle\piftthehealingprocess. The wise people are seeking
help, not ridiculing others for having a problem. There is a weekly
Alcoholics Anonymous meeting on campus, and over 700 weekly across
Northeast Ohio. If you need it, use it

Faculty and staff vote on
parking may stall plans
There is a parking problem at John Carroll University, but a solution has
been proposed. Now that solution is in jeopardy.
The faculty and staff this week submit their votes which will determine
the future of the proposed parking garage. The voting, which ends
tomorrow, will decide whether or not faculty and staff will pay for parking
beginning in the fall. The fees that are collected from this will pay for part
of the proposed parking structure on the current Belvoir lot.
Asking the faculty to approve this fee is sort of like asking Congress to
vote for a pay-cut, but there a several things that we must ask the faculty
to keep in mind in this difficult decision.
First, according to the administration, if the faculty and staff don't allow
this parking fee to go through, the whole course of the capital campaign will
be slowed. If the fees cannot be collected from the faculty, money will have
to be taken from somewhere else to pay for the parking structure.
Some faculty have asked how they will be compensated for this fee.
Faculty and staff must realize that the outcome will be a completed capital
campaign that will not only benefit them but the whole university community.
Secondly, this is a nominal fee. The $100-a-year fee comes out to only
$8 a month. This is a small pnce to pay for the answer to the frustration of
the current parking situation.
John Carroll has a chance to flx its parking situation, but the chance is
in jeopardy. Hopefully the faculty will vote for the parking garage when
they tum in their ballots.

Buffalo has
had many of
the same players for the past
three games. They can
run and pass a football.
VVashington
has had several
of the same
players for the

COMMERCIALS
GRAPHICS
editorial

University mismanages the media
Father Lavelle is an important man. But the way in which his situation
was revealed to the university community belies this importance. Faculty,
staff, and students have an interest in his health and well-being as it applies
to his job perfonnance. Lavelle's situation was not handled with the
greatest degree of respectful candor.
News of his rehabilitation did not reach The Carroll News through the
Father Cooke memo that faculty and staff received. The memo has yet to
arrive at our office. Similarly, the general student populati(.n was unawam
of these events until the story was published in the CN last week. No one
made a public effort to reach out to the newspaper and disclose the events
as they unfolded.
One must wonder how Cooke and other responsible administrators
planned to inform the campus. Incomplete communication leads to rumors
and confusion.
Therefore, there should be an open atmosphere of communication
between his office, the individuals that surround him, and ourselves. The
truth earnestly set out and honestly portrayed is the only way in which
sensitive and important news should be transmitted and discussed.
It is hoped that as this situation unfolds, and in future crises, information
will be spread to all in a forthright and community-oriented fashion.
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letters
Parking problem persists,
despite proposed garage
To the Editor:
After my 30-45 minute drive from the West side every
morning, I really enjoy spending another 10-15 minutes
trying to fmd a place to park.
I have commuted two of my three ycarsatJCU and have
not seen any improvement in this time. The parking problem
was bad during my freshman year. Now the parking situation is an absolute joke. If I want to be guaranteed a place
to park, I have to be on campus at least an hour before my
ftrst class. As a general rule for all commuters, if you are
not on campus by 10 a.m. you will have a very hard time
finding a parking place. Just out of curiosity, why do I still
see cars on campus without a validated sticker? Aren't all
cars supposed to have a sticker by the end of the ftrst week
of the semester?
The university has fmally acknowledged the parking
problem this year, but I don't think that the administration's
solutions are the best ones. We will have a new parking
garage next semester, but it's going to raise parking fees
from $100 to $200 per year. If we are going to pay $200 a
year to park I think the least the university could do for us
is guarantee us parking and stencil our names on our own
private spots. Better yet, why not expand the work study
program and have students work as valets to park the cars
for us.
John Carroll has a lot of influence in the community and
students put a lot of money into the local economy. Even
so, why are we still prohibited to park on the street near
campus? Permitting parking on the street doesn't mean
everyone will do so. Those who don't want the inconvenience of parking on the street will continue to pay reasonable rates to park on campus. Not everyone can afford
$200a year.
Thjnlcaboutit,carsparlced legally on the street won't be
any more unsightly than the new parking garage that
University Heights residents will complain about.
Brian Bringman
Class of 1993

Students should have louder
voice for their dollars
To the Editoc
I am a campus worker, and among the more interesting
memos ouroffice has received was one by the StaffService
Committee, requesting that all faculty and staffadministratorS vote whether or not they would be willing to finance
construction of the parking garage.
I fmd it quite interesting that this University continues
its exploitation of the student masses by not giving us a say
in this matter. The faculty and staff were oot originally
requiredtopayfortheirparlcingspaces,andidonotbelieve
that they should begin paying now. On the same hand,
students should not be forced to pay more money for
alleviating this problem. Fr. Lavelle refused to allocate a
portion of the proposed $50 million Capital Campaign
budget for this garage, yet if he wishes to increase students'
parking fees by $100 per year, then should be able to vote
on whether or not they approve this increase.
Again, students have been shafted regarding something
which directly concerns them. It is bad enough that tuition
is raised yearly without our approval; now this exploitation
of the masses' checkbooks continues to new and insanely
petty levels. Who pays to run this university, and who sits
around, out of touch, deciding how that money should be
spent
Regarding this "poor" dissemination of important infonnation which students should be aware of, I find it
highly interesting that no students were notifted about Fr.
Lavelle•s condition, and the only people to receive memos
on the subject were thecampusofftces. IfThe Carroll News
had not printed the story, or if we had been oblivious to

to
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every local newspaper and TV station, we would not have
even known his condition, and most of us would have
assumed he was on another prolonged Europeal1 vacation.
Marx predicted that in society there will emerge two
distinct classes: the proletariat and the capitalists. The
continued exploitation of the first leads to the downfall of
the second. 1 am not advocating a revolution at John
Carroll, but I believe our yearly $14,000 contribution to be
left ignorant and misinformed about university affairs
should be spent on better things- and better universities.
Dom LaVigne
Class of 1993

Hoag responds to
criticism, controversy
To the Editor:
In responding to Julie Evans' editorial concerning the
issue of female "ordinations," I never envisioned the dispute it would instigate in The Carroll News. After some
reflection, however, this should have been expected. It is
only reflective of the inf1Jllled condition in which Holy
Mother Church fmds Herself since the Second Vatican
CoWlCil, the greatest tragedy since the Protestant Revolt
The Mystical Body of Christ is tom by heresy and schism
today to a degree which She has never known in Her last 20
centuries. Indeed, today the position oforthodoxy and true
ecclesial unity is maintained by the minority of Catholics,
and these are made to appear as though they are in error and
the sowers ofdiscord in the Church, e.g., the late Archbishop
Marcel Lefebvre.
I was disappointed that my letter was edited to the extent
it was. The letter which I submiued was quite long, but it
contained facts substantial to the issue of Holy Orders.
Indeed, the edited version of the letter which appeared in
The Carroll News read more like a subjective appeal
against the ordering of women than an objective argument
de theologia Catholica . Perflaps Tlte CtJTroll News in its
kindness and for the sake of truth would reprint the Jetter in
its entirety.
In conclusion, I would like to make a response to Mark
Stewart's ad hominum attack agamst me. First, he writes
that I would want a return to the Latin Mass (I assume he
means the traditional Latin Mass, i.e., the Mass of Saint
Pius V.). Thls assertion is very true, and I am quite active
in the Traditionalist Movement I have not participated in
the reformed liturgy of Pope Paul VI in either Latin or the
vernacular for many years now. This so-called "Mass," the
NovJU OrdD Missae, is ~Modernist and ~Protestant
It is uuerly un-Catholic, and only leads to the desttuction
of the Catholic Faith. The desire for the Tridentine Latin
Mass is a sign of orthodoxy in the contemporary Church.
It is a desire most laudable. Second, Stewart asserts that I
ought to consult a priest and reassess my own beliefs. Well,
I was a seminarian of the society of Saint Pius X for my fli'St
two years out of high school. It was as a seminarian that I
reftned my Catholic Faith with the guidance of priests. In
matters of religion, I never speak for myself, such is
Protestant, but reiterate what Holy Mother Church has
already declared. Why? Because the Church is infallible in
what She presents in Her doctrines of faith and morals, and
against her portae inferni non praeva/ebwtt.
Wm. Ouistopher Hoag
Class of 1993

Spirit, not obscenity, needed
To the JCU fans:
Recent!y, fan attendance has increased at John Carroll
sporting events. This increased student interest is most
welcome and long overdue. Fan support, encouraging our
athletes, helps them strive to perform their best as they

respond to the vocal support generated in the stands.
A loud crowd helps to create a home court advantage.
However, all vocal support must stay withm bounds of
good taste. Personal insul ts,language of questionable taste
and words that oftend others in the stands have no place at
a public sporting event So please channel your energ1es in
a positive fashion.
Be energetic, be innovative and be loud. But remember,
every time you open your mouth, what you say reflects on
you. your team, and your school. Choose your words
wisely. Thank you.
Andrew Welk.i
Faculty Representath•e to the OAC

Finance committee clarifies
Model UN funding issue
To the Editor:
I am writing in responsetoLauraBoustani's letter to the
editor, published in the Jan. 23, 1992 issue of The Carroll
News which addressed unethical behavior. As a member of
the finance committee, I feel the need to correct her
accusation of unethical behavior on the pan of Joe
Cimperman (Student Union president). She stated that
Cimperman "is not a committee member," when in fact
under the Student Union Constitution Article IV. Section
2, partd "he or she (presidentofSU] shall be an ex-<>fficio
mernberofallStudentUnioncommiuees."Lauraexpressed
"disgust at the blatant abuse of power" when in fact
Cimperrnan was executing hisexecutivepoweras president
oftheSU.
As vice-chairperson of the finance committee I feel that
Laura's input for approving funds was a conflict ofinterest.
Laura is an active participant of the Model United Nations
Conference. Her obligation to give an objective stance as
a member of the commince was influenced due to this
involvemenL
I wicle'ntanif 1Ni OOiie!emli* die Model UN. H~.
the pwpose of the ftnance committee is to determine if the
SU is fmancially able to contribute to student activities.
The comminee voted four to one against allocating funds
due to the possible determcnt of other Student Union
sponsored activities that would benefit a higher percentage
of JCU students.
Jonathan S. Petrus
Vice-Chairperson of the Finance Committee
Class of 1994

Thank you for Model UN support
To the Editor:
I would like to thank the following people for making it
possible for a number of students to represent John Carroll
at the Oeveland National Model United Nations Conference ~t week: Dean Tmvis of Arts and Sciences, Dean
Farrell of Student Life. Ron Oleksiak of Multicultural
Affairs, and Pete Bernardo of the Alumni Offtce. Their
enthusiasm as well as their continued fmancial and moral
support have been crucial to our success.
Laura Boustani
Class of 1993

Joseph F. Parks
Class of 1994

I ht' ( ·arroll \e11 ·' w~kllllll'' ktt~.·r-..to tlh.: ~:dllor.
a..; it is nu r" a~ of 1-tlll\\ Ill~!'' h;ll ~ tlU lrl.~.· or di-.ti kc
at~)Utllll' nc'\'papc r. till' campu'. or lik in ~cn
cral. \\'~,·;hi-- that Idler' he suhmitt~d h~ 10:00
p.m. \hHld;t~. rn 1ht· Carmi! \,·111' t)llt.:c. to
~nsur~.· tlh:rr puhlicattPtL \\·,. r~.· . . ,·n ~.· tl11.· ri~ht to
~dit ktk·r, lor cbrit: ur . . p.tc~.· l'tHlSid~rJttons.
Letter-. mu ... t h~.· ,i~n~·d and accompanied h) ~our
phonc numhcr. LcltfP• hi.'L'lllllL' propcny of Tile
Carrol/JVnn. Than ~, you.
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Meals-on-wheels gratifies self and others
Brandie Soculla
Forum Writer

Last week, a John Carroll student stopped by my room to ask
for my support of the Meals-onWheels program sponsored by the
Student Union. Without completely reading the fonn, I signed
my name and social security
number that waived my right 10
what I thought was one Sunday
night meal. After the girl left, I
read the form and realized that I

had signed away my Stmday dinners for the rest of the semester.
The oouom of the fonn said that if
I changed my mind at any point in
the semester, I just had to let the
Student Union know, and they
would remove my social security
number from the list of voltmt.eers.
"How could I do that?" I asked
myself. How could I walk into the
Student Union and talce food out
of the mouths of the htmgry and
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homeless?
JCU students have all heard of
Meals-on-Wheels, but like me,
many may not know exactly how
it works. Students volunteer their
time to set up tables at three different locations in downtown
Cleveland, and anyone who wants
food is able to get it there is no
discrimination.
The homeless and hungry citizens of Cleveland do not have to
show a validated ideJ1tification
card that gives them the right to
the food, and they do not have to
give anything in return for the
food. I am amazed by the concept
that something in this world is
given so freely. For something 10
be given this freely. I realized that
something else had 10 be sacrificed,
like Sunday night meals.
Giving up Sunday night meals
is a choice I consciously made,
but these people, the hungry and
the homeless, are not given this
luxury. Having food in front of me
is something I have always talcen
for granted, but Meals-on-Wheels
has shown me that many people
do not have that opportunity.
I beganiOwonderwhatitwould
be like if someone I knew was
homeless; would I then be more
willing to voltmteer time and energy to a program lite Meals-anWheels? Would I be more aware
of the hunger problem and the fact
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that many people in this city alone
do not have the ability to choose
when their next meal will be?
Would I wait until someone came
to my door and asked for my
support before I would offer it, or
would I talce time out of my
scheduleto inquireatx>ut programs
such as Meals-on-Wheels?
These questions reminded me
of a time when I was totally useless, when a friend, a close family
member, was in need. My eight
year old brother, Garrett, has a
rare blood disease. When he was
yotmger, he was always in and out
of the hospital. He is more susceptible to illness than most children
his age, and he lacks the energy to
run and play the way his friends
can.
His actions and his health are
limited, and there is nothing that I
can do to change it I cannot give
him food a money to make him
better and stronger, and I cannot
promise him that he will never be
laying in a hospital bed with an IV
needle in his arm.
Imagine an eight year old who
does not have the strength 10 run
and play because ofa lack of nourishment. A child that becomes ill
because he does not have a place
to keep warm at night These are
things tball can help lftvent. and
all it costs me is a Sunday night
meal in the cafeteria

s
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Poverty is a plague in the society that does not discriminate.
Although I cannot guarantee that
the sacrifice of my Sunday night
meals will make sure that a child,
woman, or man is never hungry
again, at least I know that he or she
is guaranteed one meal a week.
I will still probably always
expect to have food when I am
hungry, a house to go home to,
and a friend when I am lonely, but
Meals-on-W~~eels has made me
look at some of the things that I am
missing out on because I have
come accustomed to having them.
In Robert Fulghum's book It
Was On Fire When I Lay Down
On It., Fulghum made a list of
nine items that he says is a cross
between the Ten Commandments
and Murphy's Law. He calls them
"Fulghum's Recommendations."
I. Buy lemonade from any kid
who is selling.
2. Any time you can vote on
anything, vote.
3. Attend the 25th reunion of
your high school class.
4. Choose having time over
having money.
5. Always talce the scenic route.
6. Give at least something to
every beggar that asks.
7. Give money to all street
musicians.
8. Always be someone's Valentine.
9. When the cin:us comes 10
town, be there.
The one thing that these nine
recommendations have in common is gratification. Giving to
beggars, buyling a child's gourmet
lemonade, and being someone' s
Valentine are all small tasks that
others appreciate beyond words.
Having pecsonal time, going to a
circus, and voting on public issues
are tasks that the self appreciates.
Meals-on-Wheels is a task that
gratifies both the self and ochers,
and this StDlday night, when the
cafeteria is empty, no one will
appreciate it more than the full ,
well-fedcitiz.ensofCleveland,fed
by theJCU Student Union Mealson-Wheels program.
I

Write for
The Carroll
~ews

Stop by our
office or call
397-4398

Thank ..vou .
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Students propose solutions,
win awards at Model U.N.
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Physics professor wins
research award
Chris Kazor

Tom Peppard

NewsEdtor

World View Editor

Aftes 32 years of work. and
research, Joseph Trivisonno.
professor of physics at John
Carroll University. has been
awarded the 1992 Award to a
Faculty Member for Research in
an Undergraduate Institution. The
award is given by the Council of
the American Physical Society
(CAPS). and sponsored by the
CAPS Research Corporation.
This award recognizes " ...a
physicist whose research in an
undergraduate setting has
achieved wide recognition and
contributed significantly to physics and who has contributed substantially to the professional development of undergraduate
physics students." A SS<XX> stipend is awarded 10 the recipient.
as well as a S4<XX> grant for research purposes. Trivisonno will
receive the award fonnal1y at the
Marcb 1992 meeting of the
American Physical Society.
..1 was very surprised to receive the award." saidTrivisonno.
'1 think my colleagues got more
excited than I did...

Last weekend several John
Carroll University students solved
a decade long crisis by forming a
homeland for Palestinians.
The Cleveland Sheraton City
Centre served host to the model
United Nations, a convention of
collegestudentsmeanttosimulate
the real United Nations in New
York City.
JCU junior Laura Boustani and
sophomore Joe Parks are co-executive directors of the International Relations Education Council of America, the non-profit
group which organized the model
U.N.
John Carroll sent participants
representing Jordan. Morocco,
Japan and Palestine to the conference which ran from Wednesday, Jan. 22to Sunday. Jan. 26.
Student delegates wrote proposals in the interestsofthe nations
they represented and then argued
and caucused to pass them before
the General Assembly.
John Carroll's Palestinian delegation wrote the proposal which
created the Palestinian homeland.
Seniors Dan Parks and Neil Dietz
and juniorJomana Mansour wrote
the ptoposal which allows for Palestinian self-rule. At fJISt. Parks
explained. the Israeli delegation
would agree to self-rule for the
Palestinians only at the municipal
level, but the agreement called for
an interim government with joint
Israeli-Palestinian patrols of the
West Bank.
Parks realizes the COffiJl"Oill ises
were much easier to ma1ce at the
model U.N. than at the real U.N.
"To quote the monsignor
(Msgr. Raoul Najjar. apostolic

Parking
update
The referendum to determine
if faculty and staff will have to
pay a $100 a year fee to subsidize a proposed parking structure was circulated last week.
The votes must be returned
by the faculty and staff members
by Friday at the latest. Results
will be known most likely by
Monday.
If the referendum passes and
the faculty and staffagree to pay
the fee, the proposed parking
strucrure will be built as planned
this summer between May 8 and
Aug. 26.
If the referendum fails a new
method of paying for the parking garage will have to be devised.

.,..._by T- J'llopp.d
Participants In Model U.N., from left to right: Dan Drassler,
Derek Diaz, Luke Adams, Corey Schaal, Dominic LaVigne,
Laura Boustani, J.J. Baker, Jomana Mansour, Joe Stottner and
Director of Ak.Jmni Affairs, Pete Bernardo.
delegate to Jordan who spoke to land. Most of the compensation
the group oo Friday). ifs rational. would be in the form of debt forbut it's too rational for it to ever giveness per acre of forest.
work," he said.
The alumni offu. the office of
Moving east. Senior Corey multicultural affairs. and the Dean
Schaal and junior Dominic ofStudents all sponsored theJ ohn
LaVigne. who represented Jordan, Carroll delegation, which woo the
helped to pass legislation urging Outstanding Delegation award.
Arab nations to cut oil production. Hayashi, LaVigne and Diaz won
The purpose is to raise oil pices Outstanding Delegate awards, and
and create a fund to help countries Joe Parks won the Best Caucuser
which suffered during last year•s award. Dan Parks won the Best
Persian Gulf War. including Ku- Delegate award.
wait and Iraq.
According to Schaal, the legislation passed at this conference is
not just an e:xen:i&
••Anything we accomplish is a
step forward." said Schaal.
JoeParks,Natsuko Hayashi and
freshman DenikDiaz. represented
Japan. They passed legislation
calling for an international team
of scientists to find "safe and efficient" means of disposing nuclear
wasae. Parks explained that no
such inaemabonal team exists.
The Japanese delegalion also
passed a bill to compensaae countries which do not def~ their

Trivisonno's research has
dealt with the exploration of the
elastic, mechanical, and electronic properties of solids. He
has also studied both conventional and high temperature superconductors. His studies have
be'..cncontinuing sinceheretumed
to John Carroll in 1961 after recc:iving his Ph.D.
Trivisonno said that he has
simply carried oo a tradition of
student involvement established
by other JCU professors.
"'There is no current activity
in Wldergraduat.e studies which
better exemplifies learning than
research participation," he said.
Trivisonno's students have
grown crystals, made probes. and
canpiled and analyzed data. He
noted with pride that over 30 of
the students in his research group
have gone on to earn their Ph.D.s.
Above all, Trivisormostressed
that success has come due to the
combination of many people.
'-rbi$ JX'08l3lll is successful
because of entl1usiastic and excc~lenl students, strong administrlative support. and stroog alumni
if1volvement." said Trivisonno.

Safety
continued from page 1
aid. arson, bomb threats and parlcing.
Byrnes mentioned that we are
most vulnerable on the telephone
and she recommends reporting
harassing phone calls to the security office. She recently distributed flyers addressing the problem of prank }ilone calls on campus. The flyer says "Hang up.
Campus Safety Slal1S with you."
Byrnes has made the effort to
keepcampussafetyat the forefront
of everyone•s minds. She reminded the forum that crime alert
boards in each residence hall post
recent crimes oo campus.
She stresses that she needs to
be kept informed so she can inform
everyone about what is happening
on campus.

15¢ Wings Tuesday & Thursday after 7 p.m.
Happy Hour Monday - Friday 4 pm. - 7 p.m.
Full Menu available 'til 1 a.m. on Friday & Saturday

LIVE MUSIC
Tomorrow: The Cells
Saturday: Bang

2151 Lee Road, Cleveland Heights
CORNER OF CEDAR AND LEE
397-1478
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Students at JCU arrive with new beginning
Erin Gulr11nger
Feonxes Editor
During the senia year of high
school an individual malces a
crucial decision. Whether or not
to go to college, then comes another critical decision: where 10
go. As individuals decide on an
institution they hope the decision
they have made is perfect Unfortunately sometimes it is not
The third week of school is
underway, and by now most
Carroll students have noticed that
someoftheirclassmat.eshavegone
10 seck other sources of education.
Some went to larger schools,
smaller ones, or schools that offer
different programs.
Although Carroll lost some
students itself at the end of fall
semester, they gained some at
spring semester. When students
look around in their dorms, in the
cafeteria. and in their classrooms,
they will notice some fresh new
faces.
These new additions that arrive
to the campus are between 200300 a year. They are a mixture of
transfers and readmits. The readmits know exactly why they are
coming back to John Carroll

•
•
•
•
•
••

•••
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

University. It's the transfer students who have never had a taste
of Jobn Carroll life before. But
they have found something at this
university that has made them want
to take a bile out of itiO fulftll the
void they experienced before.
Who comes 10 Carroll? Why
do they come? And what did they
leave behind?
About30transfers have arrived
at John Carroll University spring
semester. They are students who
have earned enough hours at their
previous schools to qualify as
freshmen and sophomores here at
John Carroll.
They have left behind large
universities, smaller colleges and
community colleges. And their
reasons for leaving are many.
One of the reasons transfer
studentslefttheirschoolsandcarne
to Carroll was the lack of a personalized education they were experiencing. Mostofthecomplaints
that the transfers ex pressed to Rev.
Thomas J. Powers, S.J, assistant
director of admissions, had to do
with academic administration
problems.
Students were having trouble
contacting advisors, they were ex-

periencing class sizes too large,
and some were even being taught
by TV. 1be education they were
receiving was inadequate and impersonal.
James Jeffrey, coming in with
enough credits as a sophomore,
had attended Miami University of
Ohio and Lalceland Community
College after graduating in 1984.
Being raised as a Catholic he
had missed that kind of an education that those schools didn't
provide. The Jesuit education is
one of the best things he is experi-

"I really appreciate
the level of respect
that the students give
their instructors and
each other."
-james Jeffrey
encing at Carroll. ''I really appreciate the level of respect that the
students give their instructors and
each other," says Jeffrey.
Along with academic reasons,
social life, city life, and being
closer to home brought these
transfers to Carroll. Complaints
of a poor social atmosphere and

being in a small town were also
expressed.
Freshman transfer Toddy
Spisak had those exact feelings;
she wanted more of a city experience. Spisak transferred from
Wittenberg which is in the town of
Springfield, Ohio. "Springfield is
small town and there is a lot of
violence including gangs. The
towns people aren't very fond of
the college c<>mm unity, and it created very uneasy feeUngs," says
Spisak.
According to Powers, many of
these transfers are from the
Oeveland area or surrounding.
Powers says, "Cleveland area
students come back to go to John
Carroll because they realize they
can get an equally.good education
for less money."
These transfers were aware of
Carroll because of positive things
family and friends have told them.
Powers says, "Our own students
are referring others toCarroll
without even realizing it by their
positive attitudes."
Both Jeffrey and Spisak heard
about John Carroll University by
word of mouth. "My sisters went
to John Carroll and loved it. My

whole family encouraged me to
apply to Carroll," says Spisak.
These transfers are beginning a
brand new college experience,
again. However this time they're
not going through it with everyone else. They're on their own
and they have some catching up to
do.
There are people in the Carroll
community for them to meet everyday. The best way for them to
do this is to gelt involved. Helen
Joyce, an academic advisor, is in
charge of the transfer srudents'
orientation. Joyce says, "I stress
getting involved in student activities to the new students so they
became familiar with the campus
and the community as quickly as
possible."
Since it has only been three
weeks that school has been back
in session the new students haven't
had enough time to form a concrete opinion. However they have
established some feelings about
the Carroll life they have experienced so far.
Spisak says,"People have been
great in welcoming me to Carroll.
There's no doubt in my mind that
I made the right decision."

ADVISORS WANTED ...
WHO: All those who will be
sophomores, Juniors or Seniors
WHEN: June 1 --July 15, 1992

HOW: Apply by Thursday, Feb. 13
1992. Applications are available in
•
:• the Dean of Students Office
•
••
•

:STIPEND:
$1,000.00 Plus room
•
:and
board
•
•
•••

: APPPLY NOW...

•••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Russians face worsening economy
Lavelle comments on continuing economic crisis
Erin Ducey

Boris Ydtsin,presidentofthestate

Wor1d View Writer

ofRussia. seems to be running the
country- though some say to
extinction.
Recently, Yeltsin lifted the
state-imposed price fixes which
havedeterminedtbecostofgoods
in the U.S.S.R. for the past 70
years. John Carroll University's
president.FalherMicbaelLavelle,
agreed with the decision.
He said tha1 "privatizing monopoliesandlettingthepricesfloat
so the currency will be worth
something" are two ways to alleviate some of the problems.
The ruble, worthless in bot'l
Commonwealth and Western
markets, makes it difficult for
foreign investors to set up any
kind of outside collaborations.
Many American corporations

One can hardly escape the economic crisis of the former Soviet
Union. Newspapers, magazines,
television and radio send us a
barrage ofreports on the conditions
in the new Commonwealth of Independent States.
Comprised ofa loose federation
ofeleven former Soviet states, the
Commonwealth seems to teeter
on collapse daily. Wild inflation,
civil unrest, and shonages of everything from tennis shoes to bread
threaten its fragile existence.
The nation has been sheerchaos
since last August when leaders of
a coup d'etat detained former
Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev, ultimately resulting in
hisresignationDecember25. Now

who had made business deals with
the old government have either
pulled out due to uncenainty over
the Commonwealth's stability, or
have been told that those opportunities no longer exist with the
new government
And while free-pricing may
reduce the shortages and provide
a foundation for a market
economy,itisforeigninvestments
(i.e. hard currency) that will save
the dying federation.
In order to begin restructuring
and put goods back on supermarket shelves at affordable prices,
the Commonwealth has turned to
the West for help. $15 billion is
the proposed sum. Whether this
will fall solely to the United States
or a share to European nations has
not yet been settled.

Civil War, lVinter shortages
raise fears in Azerbaijan
Markarian, a neighbor of
Dzhangirian's. ..There is food in
STEPANAKERT, Azerbaijan [Karabakh's] villages, but no fuel
-Karen Dzhangirian stood in his to bring it to Stepanakerl ... How
frigid garage recently and pon- much longer can we survive?"
dered the dwindling stores offood
Facing Azerbaijani forces that
that must get his family through are better armed and probably
the winter.
about four times the size of their
Potatoes and onions still crowd own, people here hope despershallow bins, but the rows of jars ately f<r intervention from outof vegetables canned last fall by side- especially from Russia.
his wife are receding to the back of St.epanaken residents regularly
the shelf. And. in the bottom of a recall that Karabakh suffered cabig metal poe. only about eight sualties of 50 percent among the
poonds of flour is left.
men it sent to defend Russia from
For months, the fooner Soviet Nazi Germany in World War ll
republic of Azerbaijan has been and that it produced four Soviet
blockading and shelling the se- marshals and 22 Heroes of the
cessionist Armenian enclave of Soviet Union.
..Now [Russian President]
Nagorno-Karabakb- including
Stepanakert,itscapital. As the stiff Boris Yeltsin says he can't let
winter of the Caucasus Mountains Russian boys die down here," said
has set in, Dzhangirian and his Natasha Dzhangirian, Katen
wife, Rosa, have worked hard to Dzhangirian 's sister-in-law.
retain some normalcy for their ..Russia has abandoned us.... We
three young children.
are isolaled."
But with winter only a month
Perhaps the most desperate
gone and flour almost impossible place in this desperate city is the
to find, Dzhangirian fears some- hospital. In a chilly intensive-care
thing he says he never imagined ward, wonied relatives gathered
before- that he will see his chil- at the beds ofcritically ill patients
dren hungry.
whom doctors say they often
Karabakh is surrounded by cannot help because there is no
thousands of Azerbaijani troopS electricity for X-rays, and supplies
and militiamen fighting to block of antibiotics and anesthetic are
its effort to unite with neighboring low.
..We are even low on intraveArmenia. The four-year-old civil
war here is escalating, and there nous fluids," said Arshavir
appears to be no prospect of a Gulcassian, a doctt:r, pointing to a
small pile of bottles stored under a
peaceful solution.
••Already there are families (in wood stove to keep them warm
Stepanakert) who are beginning enough to use.
to go hungry," said Mil ora
In one bed, AlbertAgajanian,a

James Rupert

Special to The Washington Post

52-year-old construction worker,
lay unconscious with a bullet in
his head. ..We have no
neurosurgeon," said Gu1c.assian.
..We are waiting for one from
Y~wm (the Annenian capital),
buthisbelicopterbas been delayed.
We don't know if we will be able
to do anything or not"
Under siege, Stepanakert is
eerily shuuered and quiet. There
is so little traffic that when a car or
truck passes you can follow the
sound of its engine for blocks.
With schools, factories and shops
closed- and with frequent shelling and sniping auacks- most
people stay horne.
One of the few social activities
is hauling water. At the few wells
or streams in the city, the lines
form almost 24 hours a day.
As much as they can,
Dzhangirian and his wife and
mother try to protect their children
from both danger and fear.
The children's grandmother, a
wiry, white-haired woman, spends
much of the day cooing approval
as she shifts the 5-year-old twins
and their 2-year-old brother from
building blocks to colored pencils
to stuffed animals. In the evenings,
Dzhangirian pulls out a guitar and
the family sings folk songs.
The boys sleep in the bedroom
with their parents, and when the
rocket launchers boom at night,
they wake and cry. Within a momentor two, Rosa Dzhangirian's
voice, whispering in Armenian,
floats out of the room. Soon, it is
quiet again.

When asked how much economic aid the Commonwealth
shouldreceive,Lavelleresponded.
..In my personal opinion, none..,.
He did say that restructuring the.
former Soviet Union's huge debt.
so that payments would be more.
manageable should be considered.
Compounding the economic
troubles is the political disunity
among the member states. Severall
feel that Russia, led by Yeltsin, is
trying to exercise control much
like the Communist governmen1t
once did.
·
Because of this, many states
have begun to seek out allies in
such countries as Poland, China,
and Turkey. These impending al··
liances have raised thequestionol:
just how long the Commonwealth
can actually continue as it is. To'
this, Lavelle staled, .. As long as
Russia [the former U.S.S.R.]
continued as it did."
The real question, then, lies in
how long the people will allow
this to continue. Right now they
are tom between a life of security
and predictability and a life of
freedom. When,andif,theytireof
the current conditions, they may
return to a leadership which they
believe can fill in the ever-widen··
ing gaps.

World to

Campus,
•u Cercle Fra~s. the
John Carroll University
French Club, will present
lA Femme NiJ::ita on Sunday, Peb.2. Themoviewill
be shown in the Mackin
Room of the Orasselli Library at 7:00p.m. The film
is about a powerful sexy
street junky who falls into a
world of blood and corruption. The cost is one dollar
for non-members.
•The student career development office is sponsoring a career night to be
held on Monday,Feb. 3 from
7:00to9:00p.m.intheSAC
Conference room in the
Recplex. All juniors and
seniors are welcome to at·
tend. There will be corporate representatives providing
information
on
matlceting, public relations,
banking and real estate career opportUnities. Students
should wear business attire
and bring copies of their

resumes.

Peabody's Cafe presents
MUG NIGHT
every Monday & Thursday
Bring your own mug and we'll fill it cheap!!
(Your mug must have handles)

r~~ u.~,f4-iJ~ Mu~i? llu~ ~
Cmter tj ~111 w &. Oatjtw-CleW.cJlis.
24 hr. ntb-lne 321-4072
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Bethlehem University president
addresses model UN delegates

Papal delegate advocates
US mediation in Israel
Mark Schreiner
Managing Edtor

.,.._..., n-.. Pl:ppord

The Monsignor Raout Najjar, president of the Bethlehem
University and member of the Pope's Apostolic Delegation
to Jordan, spoke last Friday to model U.N. participant~.
Najjar, a Palestinian, has lived in the Israeli occupied
territories for most of his life. He spoke of the need for direct
intervention into the issue by the United States so that the
Palestinans could have fulfilled their right to selfdetermination.

Hardstlip
dims glow
•
•
Margaret Shapiro
C1992. The Wo~logton Post

TALLINN, Estooia- This medieval city of cobbled streets
and castles rang with optimism last summetwhenEstoniafinally
broke free after five decades of domination by the Soviet Union.
Now people are starting to feel that achieving independence was
the easy part.
Today, this fledgling country of 1.6 million people just south
ofFmland is on bread rations. Only children younger than 4 years
old can receive milk. Many homes are chilly and without hot
water. And the government soon may have to evacuate about
200,000 residents- nearly half the capital's population- to
wood-healod homes outside the city because it is running out of
heating oil.
The smallest in population of the Soviet Union's 15 fonner
republics and its most prosperous. Estonia is a bellwether or the
difficulties other republics may face as they begin to disentangle
from the collapsed Soviet empire.
Without the central command system that bolmd them all to
each other and to Moscow, economic relations have become
chaocic and unpredictable, and republics are scrambling just to
feed their people and resuscitate their economies. Many expected
trouble. but few expected it to hit this hard, this soon.
Last week Estonia's prime minister, Edgar Savisaar, was
forced to resi~ over the economic situation. (On Monday, the
legislature narr.:d Transport Minister Ttit Vahi as the new prime
minister, the Estonian news agency reported.)
"I don' t think we fully realized how difficult it was going to
be, or at Ie.ast I didn't,.. said Kristel Murel, 35. an Estonian
housewife with a 4-year-old daughter...Everything is going
downhiU very f~L"
Estonia declared its independence in the midst of the coup
attempt againstSoviet President Mikhail Gorbacbev last August.
It was recogniud by most of the world within days and was
offiCially set free by Gorbachev shortly after that.

••• •••••
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America should mediate the
Israeli-Arab crisis, says MonsignorRaoufNajjar, member of the
Pope's Apostolic Delegation to
the Kingdom of Jordan.
In Cleveland last Friday, Msgr.
Najjar spoke to the collegiate
model U.N. meeting at the Sheraton Hotel downtown. John Carroll University sent a delegation
of 13 stude1 ·s to the event.
Sponsored by theJCU Alumni
Program, Msgr. Najjar was asked
to speak to the convention on the
role the U.S. should play in the
Middle East peace process.
"[In the past] Israel was able to
obtain a very special status with
the U.S .... but I think that over the
years the American taxpayer, the
American policy-malcer, will realize that Israel is not the only
democracy... it is no• the best ally

for America in the area." he said.
The Cold War has ended, Najjar
said, thus, U.S. favoritism oflsrael
should end as well.
Najjar began the speech with
an outline of the history of the
Arab-Israeli conflict. The dispute
over the rightful l.Wnership of
Palestine began over a century
ago with the growth of the Zionist
movement.
Najjar said that the influx of
Jewish European immigrants
caused a tension that climaxed
with the creation of the state of
Israel by the U.N. in a 1947
resolution .
''This problem needs a solution
because itconcerns human beings;
it is a humanitarian problem; this
is why peace should be given to
this area to allow its inhabitants to
live quietly."
To illuminate the ideological
and culrural impasse between the

Israelis, Palestinians dispute land
SeUlers and police arrived at

our homes, but Mr. Teddy KoUek

Cl992. The Wcmlngton Post

Ahmed Karacen's door at 5:30

calls this a provocation. It reminds

JERUSALEM- W1lo is the
owner of the national homeland,
and who is the unwanted guest?
Nowhere is the question more
painfully visible these days than
in a collection of rundown stone
houses in Silwan, a decaying
neighborhood nestled just below
the Old City walls in Arab East
Jerusalem.
Until a few months ago, Silwan was an all-Arab community
of about 30,000 people. But for
the past seven years, Jewish settiers using funds from Israel's .
Housing Ministry have been secretly purchasing titles and leases
to houses in the area
Then, on the same day in early
October that U.S. Secretary of
State James A. Baker III arrived
here to work out final details of
the Mideast peace conference in
Madrid,settJersesconed by Israeli
soldiers and police moved before
dawn to evict Arab families and
occupy a half-dozen houses.
At the time, Prime Minister
YitzhakShamirsoughttodistance
his government from the move,
and an Israeli court ordered the
seulers to vacate all but one of the
houses while it pondered a pennanent ruling.
But the settlers returned in
December withfullapprovalfrom
a cabinet unwilling to risk political division over the issue.

that morning . "They said ,
' Karaeen, this house is ours. Take
your family and leave,' " he re-

meofHitler, wbosaidJewstiving
in Europe are a provocation. It's
so perverse I have no words for

called.

it"

Karaeen said police moved
him, his wife and three children
into the street in a rainstorm while
senlersdancedandofferedprayers
of thanksgiving. It was, said
Jerusalem's liberal Jewish Mayor
Teddy Kollek, "an attack and an
insult"notonlytoPalestiniansbut
to the very concept ofcoexistence
betweef\j\rabs and Jews.
Yiga1 Kenaan, a settler
spokesman, sought to defend the
action. "NoArabwasthrownfrom
hishouseillegally,"hesaid. "What
they tell you is oriental imaginaLion."
Silwan, the seulers claim, is
the original site of King David's
city. Jews lived here 3,000 years
ago, then resettled the area in the
1860s when they ft.rSt ventured
outside the Old City, which rises
from the heights overlooking
Silwan. They only abandoned the
area in the 1920s and '30s under
threat from rioting Arab nationalists.
"Isn't this what Zionism is all
about?" said Elyakim Haetzni, a
Gennan-bom lawyer and member
of parliament from the rightist
Tehiya Party who is one of the
founders of the settlement mov~
menL "We have come to reclaim

As fc:.- the Palestinians, said
Kenaan, "There is no problem for
Arabs to live here," provided that
"they accept that this land is ours
and Jerusalem is our capital."
The issue is now back in the
courts, where it is expected to
linger for months, if not years.
Meanwhile, in Silwan, there is
one large house divided between
theseulers, who have seized eight
rooms, and Musa Abbasi, who has
been confmed with his family to
the remaining foor.
Abbasi is angry about the
eviction and angry, too, that the
panof the house the settlers occupy
includes his carefully tended garden. He watches bitterly as the
seulers pick the fruit from his
lemon ttee.
A few weeks ago, he recalled
with someamaze-.ment. the settlers
approached him for the ft.rSt time
for a chaL His reply was the answer
Arabs and Jews llave been giving
each other for d(:cades:
"They tried to ta1lc to me. They
said, 'We're neighbors.' I said, 'A
neighbor wouldn't do something
like this. I'm sorry, but I can't ta1lc
to you. You destroyed my life.
How can you expect me to ta1lc to
you?'"

Glenn Frankel
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two peoples, Najjar summarized
the problems concerning the creation of a Palestinian state.
"The Palestinians are demanding their rights for self-detennination which is the right for any
people," Najjar said.
Ending with a discussion on
the U.S. role in the peace process,
Najjar spoke stmngly for direct
U.S. intervention.
He used the resolved Cambodian problem as an example. "In
Asia there are conflicts that are as
historically divisive as the ArabIsraeli conflict. And yet the
Americans,' the Chinese, and the
Soviets have decided that the
conflict should end, and it ended:'
"[Americans! should look on
themselves as the defenders of
human rights," Najjar said, "If
Americans do not interfere. .. the
Arabs and Jews will never reach a
solution."

.

.

.

.
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New scholarship offered for women Queen of Hearts to capture
in the School of Business
Valentine's Day spirit
Chairman of Ernest & Young, this
Gourley
of scholarship will

~han
ant Campus Ute Edfor

The first recipient of the
Patricia Relyea Boland/Emst &
Young Scholarship for women
will be awarded in the spring of
1993 10 an outstanding junior in
John Carroll University's School
of Business.
The scholarship was established 10 honor the memory of
Patricia Relyea Boland, who died
of cancer last October. A JCU
graduate in 1962, Mrs. Boland
began as an entrepreneur and
eventually owned and operated
the Center for Family Dentistry
and other businesses in health care.
She was the wife of the Vice

Dan Nedolast
Freshman
"Not to drtnk.

Numerous times."

Julie Stocker

kind

James C. Boland.
The scholarship will be
awarded each year to a junior
woman in the School of Business,
and can be applied 10 the senior
year expenses. Requirements include a 3.0 grade point or higher,
leadership abilities in exlracurricular groups at Carroll or volunteer service in the community.
It is based solely on merit without
reference to fmancial situations.
"I think this is a terrifi~ vpportunity for women majoring in
business at John Carroll," said
Roberta Bokman of public relations. "More and more arc looking 10 take leadership roles, and

Marcie Rlnka
Senior
"Not to have
sentorttls. but lye
got it."

~·

really help them do thut."
A student must have second
semester junior standing 10 be
eligible, but the scholarship
applies 10 sophomores now and
any student younger who will
be a senior at least during
the1993/1994 school year.
The Patricia Relyea Boland/
Ernest & Young Scholarship is
one of the 11 new scholarships
created during John Carroll's
$40 million development campaign.
Theuniversityhopestoraise
$7 million over a five year perio.1 for its scholarship endowment.

"Not to use
contractions and I've

broken it already."

Campus Ufe Writer

St. Valentine's Day is almost here again, and with it comes the
annualMurphyHallTumaboutDanceonFriday,February7. TheftrSt
year 10 carry a theme, the dance is entitled "Queen of Hearts." Also
new each couple will receive party favors.
Held at Swingo's at the Statler downtown, cocktails are at 7 p.m.,
dinner will be served at 8 p.m., followed by dancing until 1 am ..
Bids are $55 per couple and are on sale weekdays in the Atrium at
lunch and dinnec until Feb. 3. Although it is a turnabout dance,
meaning the women ask the men, men can ask a date. The dance is
turnabout ,explains Sarah Poweska, president of Murphy Hall Council, 10 provide the residents of Murplhy Hall an opportunity to attend an
event their donn sponsors.
"We're hoping 10 have a variety of classes and donns represented
at the dance. We hope the changes that have occurred will make the
dance an even greater success," said Mary Jude Detesco, vice-president of the Murphy Hall Council.

Sue Zldanlc

Sarah Koclua

Freshman

Sophomore

"I didn't make one,
$0 I car:.'t break it."

"Not {o spend SC)
much money. Yt11pl
Of course."

Sherrl Mowlnsld

Freshman

"Stop crtttc1z1n~
people. Obvious[y!"

PRANK PHONE CALLS??
• DO NOT AGGRAVATE THE CALLER --HANG UP!
• LEAVE THE PHONE OFF THE HOOK FOR A WHILE
• TELL THE CALLER YOUR ARE GOING TO REPORT
THE CALLS TO THE POLICE
Your Guide
To Safety
And Security
Available
In The

Residence
Halls And
On Can1pus

NO Conversation
NO Emotion
NO Reaction

REMEMBER ... CAMPUS SAFETY STARTS WITH YOU!
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Mr. Nice Guy brings Wolf and Pot to life
Guy aiginal music, a refreshing
change from most club bands.
Alit. Entertainment Editor
"ShakinlnMy Boots,""Fooled
Although the movie speakers Again," and "Stand On Your
are temporarily out of service, Own" kicked off the first set. Mr.
activities continued in full swing Nice Guy expressed its hard-rock
at the Wolf and Pot last Friday style by combining enthusiasm,
night with a concert by Mr. Nice talent and professionalism. Fargo
added solid rhythm and lead guiGuy.
Mr. Nice Guy consists of vo- tar sections to all three nwnbets.
calist Omar Adrias, drummer Josh
The ballad "Gina's Song" folMaule, and John Carroll Univer- lowed. The band demonstrated its
sity students Rob Fargo (guitar) versatility. proving it could perand Ed Douglas (bass guitarist.) form more than fast-paced rock.
The band perfonned a 16song,
Mr. Nice Guy continued with
one hour and 45 minute concert. •'Caught Lookin' ," "Take Me 10
With the exception of one cover, Heaven" and "Prince Channing."
the show consisted of Mr. Nice The band maintained the momen-

.... Halkovlch

tum created in the beginning of
the set. "Prince Charming" fea-

tured another skillful Fargo solo.
The fJtSt set concluded with
"Break Down the Walls," the
band's least impressive selection.
The song lacked the enthusiasm
of the earlier numbers.
After a 20 minute intermission,
the band charged through "Joke's
On You" and "Lonely Ones."
"Pandora" followed, a six minute
plus epic which featured the dynamics of Adrias' vocals.
A strong, punchy cover of
Cheap Trick's "Surrender" followed, loosening the crowd.
Again, the band slowed down

with "Too Good 10 Be True," performed by Fargo and Adrias on
acoustic guitars. Adriasperfooned
a delicate solo, skillfully blended
into the song's structure.
Mr. Nice Guy finished strong
with •'Temptations," "Running
Away From Love" and "You'll
Never Understand Me." "Running Away From Love" received
airplay last year on a couple major

Cleveland radio stations.
Each member showed his talents, which helped keep the crowd
involved. Omar Adrias proved a
young vocalist can perform much
stronger than those caught in the
wave of shower-singing garage

21 . Home state of R.E.M. (abbrev.).
23. Baseball player Ruth or what
Heather Locklear is
26. Something disgusting (adj.)
Sounds kind of like highness.
27. Ultimate goal in footbaU

ACROSS
I. He _ _s, he scores!
5. Tape fonnat
8. The best way to eat com
9. Uma Thunnan's initials
10. In Latin a babe would be called a babta _ _
12. Opposne of No way !
13. Actor Robert _ _ from TV's Quincy
14. Ancient Chinese unit of di5tance. huh?
15. Au _ _ . What a French fox or "Renarde'' says
when she dumps you.
16. Hitchcock film : North by_. (abbre,·.)
18. See 16 across.
19. Excellent co-host

DOWN
I. Usual reaction when you see
a babe
·
2. Prostitute
3. Babe doctor
4. Illinois for example
6. The act of throwing up or
Celtic sport
7. The best means to get to heaven
I 0. Merriment (rhymes with girth and begins with M)
11. Singer Jon Bon
17. Sex machine
20. Bugs Bunny for example
22. _
Roi. Alfred Jarry·s 1896 surrealist play that
forecast the Theatre of the Absurd or dog at the end
of situation comedy Family Ties: Sit _ , Sit!
:!4.
You Like It
25. Extraterrestrial who had to
phone home

bands. Rob Fargo expressed himself as both a solid rhythm and
lead guitarist, and Ed Douglas and
Josh Maule contributed a consis~ently strong rhythm section. Their
individual talents provided an
appropriate mix.
The ban<ll' sstageprescencealso
was professional. The band performed the set naturally, not
showing any signs of stage frighL

*Mr. Nict Guy's next concert
will bt Friday at Flash' s,located
at 17001 Lorain A~.

Wayne's World
Excellent
Crossword Puzzle

Contest
*The first ten people to correctly solve
this excruciatingly difficult puzzle will
receive complimentary J)asses to the upcoming Wayne's World movie.
*Solved puzzles must be shown at the
Carron News office in the:lower level of the
Rec-plex by Friday, January 31 between 4
and S p.m.

Reprinted courtesy of Wayne's World: Extreme Close-Up by Mike
Myers and Robin Ruzan c 1991 Broadway Video.
·
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Conroy's classic novel graces silver screen
Mike Thomas
Entertainment Editor

If any contemporary woric of
literature should be dubbed
"masterpiece," it is Pat Conroy's
The Prince ofTides. Published in
1987 and an immediate success, it
has recently been released as a
major motion picture starring Nick
Nolte and Barbra Streisand.

movie review
In a little 'over two hours the
movie manages to present a fair
account of Conroy's original
novel, though it comes nowhere
near the intensity of the book itself. But isn't that always the

case?
The fact that Conroy wrote
most of the screenplay himself
hasmuchtodowithwhythemovie
maintains somewhat of a continu-

ity throughout His penmanship
is evident especially in the narration, where the words more or less
mirror various passages in the
novel.
Focusing on the life of Tom
Wingo, an unemployed football
coach, English teacher. and
southern failure, the story
branches into a number of different niches, all of which return to
haunt the main characters.
Lowenstein (Streisand) is the
hard-nosed (no pun intended),
sexy New York City psychiatrist
who must help Tom's mentally
disturbed sister Savannah while
attempting to patch the holes in
her own life. Married to renowned
fictional violinist Herbert Woodruff, Lowenstein senses the relationship is stagnating, but feels
trapped.
Playing her son Bernard

Lowenstein, Streisand's real-life
son does an admirable job in his
flCSt major acting debut As a
struggling adolescent, he is torn
between his love of football and
hisfather'sinsistencelhathestudy
music.
Throughout the film, it is
through the eyes of Tom that we
view everyone's problems and
dilemmas, including his own. It is
he who must recount the horrid
stories of his family's youth to
explain the genesis of Savannah's
psychotic episodes. However, this
process becomes oneof purgation
for his own riddled conscience.
In parallel, Lowenstein must
cope with her crumbling relationships with her son and husband.
By twists of fate (for lack of a
better term), Tom, the quintessential southern male, and
Lowenstein, the cut-and-dry vet-

eran of New York City, provid1e
solace for each other.
However, though the cathartic
processes of these characters are
touching and admirable, the movi'e
tends to center its final half around
their six week relationship, intense
as it is. In contrast, the boollc
leaves this business until the last
fifth, although there are hints of
attraction early on in the fllm.
In short, The Prince ofTides is
an admirable piece of moviemaking if only for its succinct
presentation of the ncar 700 page
novel. However, like all screen
adaptations, this one leaves out
some crucial aspects; crucial not
to the storyline, but to the conL:inuity of the dramatic action.
If you're a literature buff, then
by all means read this amazing
novel because it far surpasses its
celluloid adaptation in form,

content, and emotional intensity.
But if celluloid is your style, or if
you are one who forever has said
"I'll just see the movie," then this
might be a flick for you.
Nick Nolte's performance is
riveting, and Barbra Streisand is
credible as his counterpart. Most
importantly howeyer, the book's
author has played a part in the
ftlmmaking process and has subsequently added clarity to an easily confusing story. Down to
Tom's
final
utterance:
"Lowenstein, Lowenstein,"
Conroy's classic comes closer to
an adaptation worthy of its father
novel than its many contemporaries.
*The Prince of Tides was released on Christmas Day and
should continue to run for the nat
couple of weeks at various local
theaters.

Films take top prizes at Sundance F:estival
Kenneth Turon

e 1992. Los Angeles Times
PARK CITY,Utah - The
SundanceFilm Festival broke with
tradition and pleasantly surprised
its ever-increasing audience by
awarding the Grand Jury Prize to
"In the Soup," one of the most
popular films of the 10-day event.
An equally crowd-pleasing
jury prize for artistic excellence
also went to "Soup"co-star
Seymour Cassell, a veteran of
several John Cassavetes films,
who roared through his performance asalife-affmning hoodlum
who befriends a timid film director.
"You guys can eat at my house
anytime, anywhere, don't worry
about it," Alexandre Rockwell,
"Soup's" clearly flabbergasted
director, told the jury as a standing-room-only crowd cheered at
Saturday night's raucous award
ceremony.
Cassell, who had been neglected by Hollywood in recent
years, was equally moved, saying:
"This fUm, this audience, this
festival told me how wonderful it
was to do something for nothing,
for your heart."
Also winning two awards was
"The W aterdance." Screenwriter
and co-director Neal Jimenez, who
based this story of a writer's time
in a rehabilitation ward after a
catastrophic accident of his own
experience, won the Waldo Salt
Screenwriting Award. The film
itself took the dramatic half of the
Audience Award as the picture

most popular with the festival's
paying customers.
On the documentary side, the
grand prize was divided between
two very different films, "A Brief
History of Time," Errol Morris'
cleverand quirlcy look at physicist
Stephen Hawking and his theories
about the beginnings of the universe.
"Finding Christa.".by Camille
Billops and James Hatch is the
story of how Billops' natural
daughter, 'Yhom she bad given up
for adoption in 1962, came to fmd
her mother.
Morris' film also won the
documentary half of the Filmmakers' Trophy, voted on by the
competition filmmakers themselves.
The dramatic trophy went to
"Zebrahead," again one of the
festival's more popular films. A
"Jungle Fever" set among Detroit
high school students, "Zebrahead"
deals with the chaos caused by an
interracial romance.
"A year ago I was sitting here
in the 12th row with a script in
hand and I didn't know if I was
going to be able to make it,"
screenwriter-director Anthony
Drazan said in accepting.
1
'To my fellow filmmakers: It
can be done." "In the Soup's" director Rockwell, who won a special jury prize here inl984 for his
earlier film "Hero," admitted to

basing this quacky, stylish and
innocuously comic film and its
directing protagonist Adolpha
Rollo (deftly played by Steve
Buscemi) on his own scuffling
days.

in the night and another brothe.r
was accused of his murder.'
The cinematography award in
a documentary category went to
Trinh T. Minh-ha, and Kathleen
Beeler for " hooL or lbe op-

Rockwell"s wife Jennifer

rents," a non-linear look a1 Oli~~~~

Beals,hasanicecameoasRollo's
next-door neighbor and potential
dream date.
WinneroftheAudienceAward
for best documentary was
"Brother's Keeper," a poignant,
riveting piece of Americana that
shows what transpired when one
of four mentally feeble farmer
brothers in Upstate New York died

before Tiananmen Square, while
former Jean-Luc Godard colla be,..
rator Jean-Pierre Gorin won sp<:cial mention for "My Crazy Life,"
his look at Los Angeles• Samoan
street gangs.
The festival juries, which in
the past have been accused of S(~
lecting obscure films to mak:e
political or aesthetic points, this

year skipped only one of the
festival's most talked about films,
writer- d i rec torQue n tin
Tarantino's "Reservoir Dogs."
Inspired by Stanley Kubrick's
" e Killing." ..
" · a tal of
a heist gone wrong that features
more blood and violence than all
the other Sundance ftlms combined.
Yet the mayhem proved to be
overblown enough to take on
Grand Guignol qualities, and the
brash and energetic 28-year-old
Tarantino, who was unapologetic
at loving violence to death, clearly
is a stylist to look for.

...
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Bernardo keeps computer lab, family life .. cool ..
Stephanie Slanina
Proftles Wrtter

Epson printers, boxes of toner cartridges, and computer
keyboards fill the office of Kurt Bernardo, the microcomputer lab administrator. When his office phone rang
for the second time in 10 minutes, Bernardo joked, "I aJso
double as a phone operator."
Bernardo graduated from Kent State University with a
degree in communications, specifically telev~ion producr.ion. He then worked in the educational media departments
for the Mentor and Bedford school districts.
"One of my professors told me that you don't pick. a
career, it piclcs you," Bernardo said 'That is exactly what
happened to me."
According to Bernardo, computers started coming into
the public schools in 1981 and 1982. No one knew what to
do with them, so they put them to use in the libraries.
"Since that is where I worked, I had to learn how to use
them," Bernardo said. "I kind of backed into my career."
About two and a half years ago, the "opportunity arose"
for Bernardo to come to John Carroll University. He keeps
the lab running, performing all types ofjobs ranging from
stocking computer paper to hiring student monitors.
"My main job here is to keep track of the lab monitors

-pbooo by a.riltiuo Hur.yt

Kurt Bernardo, microcomputer lab administrator
and schedule them," Bernardo said.
..Sometimes it's a losing battle, but we have real good
people working for us, and when they look. good, I look

good.''
According to Bernardo, the biggest problem in the labs
is that people insist on using Prowrite instead of
Wordperfect
"Prowrite is fine for shon papers, but with longer papers,
itscrewsuptheprintersandcausesthem tos}dpspaces. It's
not the printers," said Bernardo.
Aside from that problem and students who do not throw
their papers away, Bernardo likes dealing with the students.
In fact, he is found in the labs more often than in his office.
"I like getting to know the student body and helping
with problems," Bernardo said. 'That is what this job is all
about."
Bernardo loves to spend time with his wife and two
children. He enjoys bicycling and music.
"I like all kinds of music, anything but opera and
country and western." He also likes Lou RC(!d, "the godfather of punk."
In the future, Bernardo would like to reach retirement.
'T m also going to try to stay up- to -dale on computers,
because they are always changing."
"Everything's cool in my life," Bernardo said. "I'm
healthy and wise. Did you notice I skipped the one in the
middle?!"

English professor brings South African· origins to the classroom
education.
Macaskill, who speaks with a

Proftles Writer

John Carroll Unive-rsity's educational philosophy expresses the
desire to educate the whole person.
This includes presenting srudents
with adifferent perspective on life
. . . . . view af lbe WCldd. AD.
educated teaching faculty wilh a

wide range of experiences helps
accomplish this goal.
Dr. Brian Macasltill of the
English department is one such
professor. His life and knowledge
offer a unique experience to every
student who enters his classroom.
This semester, Macasltill is
teaching "Practical Criticism" and
"Post Colonial African Literature"
in addition to the advanced freshman composition class. The material dealt with in these courses
has been part of his life and his

seemingly British accent, was actually born and raised in South
Africa. While there, he earned undetgraduat.edegreesin English and
linguistics.
DreamiD& of oae day beinB a
wine-maker, Macaskill was offered a teaching position at his
alma mater in the linguistics department and the opportunity to
pursue an honors degree in English literature. With two small
daughters, he made the eoonomic
decision to accept the position.
'This turned out to be a positive experience for me," said
Macaskill, "because I fell in love
with lite.rary criticism."
Pursuing his new-found love
led Macaskill to the United States.
where he earned both his master's

Forecast for:
Thursday1 Jan. 30:
Extre111e1y Muggy
MONDAY TUESDAY

UPO. .W#AOW

,...
,... ~ ~
~
DRY
DRY
DRY

THUISDAY

fjJ

Dr. Brian Macaskill, English professor
degree and doctorate at the Uni-

ve-rsity of Washington. He specialized in literary theory and the
history of criticism.
"I tend to incorporate a theoretical compound into all my
classes." said Macask.ill, "because
I think the srudy of English literature is enhanced by anything that
maltes you take different posi-

lions."
Macaskill's educational background has allowed him to be on
both sides of the univerity system
on two different continents. This
experience has given him an insight to the differences between
the American and South African
programs. It has allowed him to
appreciate their positive qualities.

FIIDAY SAIUIDAY SUNDAY

~
~
DRY
DRY

at Thursday Mug Night.
Peabody's Cafe
Cedar & Taylor Rds.,
Cleveland Hts.
This Thursday, cool down
with the cool sounds of

mr. SeNsible

"'Ore of th aiH~ best origilltl tu.ds."

-Scene Magazine
Hear Mr. Sensible live on WNCX 98.5 JAN. 31

~

Rent a Full-Featured
Cellular Phone
for only
$4.95 per month
For details call
Peter at 371-8631

Macaskm exJPlained that
courses at a South African university tend to be a year long. The
work is cumulative~ and built on
previous years, so everyone in the
class is working from the same
degreeofknowledge. It also allows
aprofessatogointlogreaterdepth
on a subject However, he cited
that the subject matter may be
narrowly focused , and fewer
course offerings may cause a loss
in the variety of material available.
Despite this, Macask:ill does
think it would be rewarding to
undenake a year-long classroom
experience here at JCU.
"I would enjoy an engaged
group of individuals to spend a
year with pursuifllg questions,"
Macaskill said.
Macaskill's presence has
greatly influenced the English
deparunent's curriculum. He is
responsible for resttucruring the
theory and criticism classes and
adding South Afrit::an fiction to
the course offerings. He is proud
of lhese changes.
"I like situating students on
unfamiliar ground where they are
Obliged to ask basic questions
about literature, society, and
politics," explained Macaskill.
Presently, Macaslcill is going
through a re-education in his personallife since the recent birth of
his son. He finds enjoyment in
taking care of a rnewbom again
while raising two older daughters.
Macaskill's attraction as a professor comes from his excitement
about his subject. Students who
experience :Urn in the classroom
fmd new areas oflmowledge unlocked for them by his world of
knowledge and experience.

SPORTS
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Blue Streak swimmers defeat Mount Union an1d Hiram
Jim Cohill
Sports Reporter

TheJohnCarroll women'sand
men's swim teams served notice
to the OAC that they are ready for
all challengers with victories over
Mount Union and Hiram this past
weekend. On Friday evening the
Streaks drowned the Mount Union
team with the women winning
158-72 and the men winning 14989.
On Saturday the Streaks came
home to swim past an overmatched
Hiram squad with the women
winning 154-87 and the men winning 160-54.
The women felt that their meets
were an excellent way to start the
OAC season and a good way to
measure everyone's progress.
"The Mount meet had some
good races, but we have more
depth and Mount could not be as
competetive as other teams," said
senior captain Kathleen Lynch.
Same of the swi mmt>rs who

JCU All-American diver Christie Palumbo performs a
back dive last Saturday at Johnson Natatorium.
may not get a lot of recognition prove this year and in the coming
got a chance to show how much years.
they have improved in these meets.
"I enjoy swimming a lot.," said
In the Mount Union meet freshman Shepard. "It is hard work, but the
Casey Shepard swam a 12:45.67 upperclassmen have been a big
to finish second in the 1000 free. helpandlcanseeimprovementin
Itwasoneofherbestperforrnances my performance."
of the vear. and she looks to imOther fust place performances

in the Mount meet were turned in the year in the 200 free with a time
by freshmen Maria Montalb<lno of I :51.92, in addition to winning
(50 free) and Ashley Maurer (500 the 100 free. For the weekend
free), junior Julie Boric (200 IM. McAllister won all six events that
200 back), sophomore Marcy he swam.
Mulbarger(200breast),and Bork,
Against Hiram, the Streaks took:
Mulbarger, juniors Bonnie flJ'St place in 11 different events.
MacDougall and Audry Cilriglia
The teams return to coach Matt
(400 Medley Relay). Sophomore Lenhart's alma mater, Bowling
diver Lisa Lombardi swept both Green, to swim in the Bowling
the 1- and 3- meter diving eve111ts. Green Quad with Findlay and
"It was my best diving of l.he Xavier. The Streaks face two eliyear," said Lombardi. "The vision one schools in BGSU and
Florida trip was hard work and left Xavier and a division two school
me very bruised, but the work. is in Findlay.
paying off in competition."
"Our swimmers get a chance to
On the men's side of the pool swim at an excellent facility and
tJCU dominated their competi- be in a very competetive meet.,"
tion in their weekend meets.
said Lenhart. "Both the men and
"We were relaxed going iuno women will be able to give Xavier
this weekend's meets, and very a run for their money."
confident as a team," said junior
On Saturday the tankers go to
captain Ross McAllister. "Neitlller Baldwin-Wallace to lalce on their
team was very Sli'Ong and we wt::re chief rivals in the OAC.
able to come away with a lot of
Saturday's meet is atl p.m.
winners."
(AJI distances are in yards unMcAllister had his best time of less otherwise noted.)

STATEWIDE SEARCH
MISS OHIO WORLD

Mc.ryfleld & Wa«ensv/1/e
LATE Mon-Thurs 'til 2 om
Friday-sun 'til 3

Take part in the excitement and glamour of the Miss
Ohio World Pageant, an official preliminary to Miss
World America, April3-5 in Cleveland.
Win a cash scholarship, clothing, prizes and a year of
fun appearing throughout the state and on national television as Ohio's first GuyRex Girl."
Contestants must be ages 17-24 and meet certain other
eligibility requirements.
For information contact: Lanette Parise, State Director,
8539 Kirtland-Chardon Road, Kirtland, OH 44094, Phone:
216-256-31234
In association with GuyRex Productions, Inc, El Paso, Texas
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Monday•. February 3, Jar~.~ Room ., 'Stgma.Pl S~ , ,,·'. ·'·< >"'
.AccountJns;!Assoclatlon
.
y"'
5pm
Plit BetaPhl )t·=t ""
.Amertcan., Chemtcal Society
5:10 , Phi Kappa XI ,.
,.,
Art Club ' ·'
'
5:20
=Tae Kwon Doe .
· ··

~~~~~ect Students
'· Cm:ron News
,Chicago Ch~b . =·
'Dance Team
French Club
Der Deutch Ring
. ~llsh Club
Ffriance Association
Hockey Club
·
WUJC
Irtsh Club
International Students Assoc.
Japan Club
~ts of Columbus
Women's Lacrosse
Men's Lacrosse
Political Science Club
Men's Volleyball
Sociology Club

~;~

5:50
6: 10
6:20
6:30
6:40
6:50
7:00
.7:10
7:30
-8:00
8:10
8:30
8:40
8:50
9:00
9:10
9:20
9:40

Tuesday, February 4, Jardine Room
Student Union Group Picture
6:30
Freshman Officers
SOphomore Officers
JuniOr Officers
Senior Officers

~=~~~

··='

~

~~:

7pm ~·.~ '
7 :15 J
., ;7~30 ~ ' ·
· 7:45
.

~~\>g ,.

·T heta Kappa =·
8:15
University Club
,
8!30
Xi Phi Psi
8:45
Zeta Tau Omega
9:00
Alpha Upsilonl>elta
9:15
Greek CouncJl
9:30
Iota Beta Gamma
9:45
Iota Chi Upsilon
10:00
.
Wednesday, February 5, Jardllle Room
lota Phi Theta
5pm
Lambda Alpha Tau
5:15
Lambda Clit Rho
5:30
Lambda Gamma Sigma
5:45
Alpha Kappa Psi
6:00
Alpha Psi
. Omega
6:15
Alpha S~ NU
6:30
Chi S~ Pht
6:45
Delta Delta Xi
7:00
Advertis~.Associatlon
7:15
American Society for Per.Mgmt.Re. 7:30
SHRM
7:40
Campus Crusade for Christ · · 7:50
Carroll Quarterly
8:00
Debating Society
8:10

.,. :~.Iridoor So<:ctl" Club

PhlAlpha Thteta
Management: Association
Natlotlal Defiense Trans. Assoc.

~~~~~ ·
J.>sychology qlub
Rugby Cftib

~

8!20
8:35
8:50
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
9:55

Thuraday, Febrwuy 6, Murphy Room
Alpha Kappa. Delta
·
5pm
Beta GamiiUit S.tgma
5:15
Lambda Iota Tau
5:30
Omicron Delta Epsilon
5:45
Society for College Joumalists
6:00
Phi Mu Ups111on
6:15
P1 Stgma AlP,ha
6:30
Psl Chi
6:45
Student Adv•ocates for the Envir.
7:00
Student Business Adv1sory Board 7:10
Student Educational Assodation
7:20
.La Assoc. ~spantdad
7:40
University Concert Choir
7:50
Young Democrats
8:00
Shire ofSnowdale Medieval Club
8:15
P1 S~hf
8:30
JCU
'ream ·
8:45
Marketing •JSOCtatlop
9:00
Beta G~L SfP)na
9:15
MAKE-UP PICTVRES
9:30

PLEASE BE ON TIME.

-
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Notre Dame
squeaks by Carroll
wrestlers at NCIT

The Carroll News, Januray 30,1992

STREAKS

Track teams
compete at
B-W

ot the week

MikeKadlub
Sports Writer

Brennan M. lafferty
Asst. sport$ Editor

The University of Notre Dame
edgedouttheBlueStreaksofJohn
Carroll by three-and-a-half points
for the team title in the National
Catholic Invitaional held last
Sunday at the University of Dayton.
The Streaks captured three individual titles and placed third or
better in seven weight classes.
With 77.0 Points Carroll finished
ahead of such NCAA I schools as
third-place Seton Hall (71.25),
Marquette (68.75), and intra-state
foe Dayton (21.5).
Senior Tim Bane (190 lbs),
junior Lamaar Saxton (118 lbs.),
and sophomoreMikeGilmor (142
lbs.) were champions in their re-spective weights.
Bane
outwrestled Tom Salvino ofNotre
Dame, 7-5, in overtime; Saxton
defeated Boston College's Jim
Gallagher,14-9; and Gilmor
crushed Paul Arlinghaus of Daytoo,17-7, in each of their championship matches.
But individual titles did not
mae up for such a close loss to
the Fighting Irish.
"We were disappointed;' said
Bane. "Any time you have a
chance to knock off a team of
Notre Dame's caliber and lose,
it's hard to take."
Bane also said that despite the
quality perfonnance by sopho-

more Scott Eisenmann (founh
place at 126 lbs.) for the injured
Walt Karrenbauer and Aaron
Sheets (third place at heavyweight)
for hurt Dan Single, the Streaks
would have fared much better had
their ftrSt teamers been available.
Other Carroll grapplers earning quality points were runnersup Dave Buckiso at 134lbs., Judd
Smith at 177 lbs., and third place
fmisher Ken Cardaman at 150 lbs.
Buckiso lost to defending champion Eric Saunders of Seton
Hall.9-8, while Smith, a returning
All-American, fell to Notre
Dame'sJ.J. McGrew,aDivisionl
national qualifier, 8-5.
JCU Grapplers trekking to
Alliance, Ohio
John Carroll will travel to
Mount Union College this Thursday to lock horns with the Purple
Raiders at 7:00 p.m. Carroll
humbled Mount just two weeks
ago during the OAC Duals, 32-5.
Even with that easy win in re-cent memory, Carroll's monsters
of the mat will not take their OAC
rival lightly.
"We'll be ready to go," said
Bane. "It'seasy to get pumped up
towrestleMount I'msurethey'll
be ready for us."
The Streaks lead the all-time
series between the schools, 16-3,
and have not lost to Mount since
1988.

SPRING BREAK '92
Dayton is History!
South Padre, Texas, Tried & Died!
Panama City Beach
The Hottest, Newest # 1 Spring Break
Destination
Over 400,000 students will spend spring
break 1992 in Panama City Beach, Florida.

Why?
For the Ultimate Spring Break Party! There is
no other option-- this spring break stay at the
Miracle Mile Resort located next door to the
two largest super clubs in the world Spinnaker's and Club LaVela
8 daysn nights including discounts and more!

Package price from $115
Call Kim at 1-800-558-3002

Tim Bane
Senior wrestler Tim
Bane captured the
c~pionship at 190
lbs. at the National
Catholic Invitational
Tournament held at
Dayton last Sunday.

Michelle Bielozer
Sophomore guard
Bielozer broke JCU's
record for assists in
one season when she
topped 107inCarroll's
79-55 win over
Baldwin- Wallace
TUesday night.

Carroll cagers sweep
Baldwin-Wallace, 79-55
Lana Durban
Sports Writer

The John Carroll Univ_ersity
women's basketball team completed a season sweep of crosstown rival Baldwin-Wallace with
a bard fought 79-55 victory
Tuesday night at Carroll Gym.
"We played better defense
tonight, and made a lot of nice
passes," said head coach
Roxanne Allen. "One of our
goals was to take better care of
the ball, and we did."
After turning the ball over 23
times in their tough 80-73 loss at
Muskingum Saturday, the
Streaks committed just 15 turnovers against B-W.
Led by sophomore Cindy
Schumaker, JCU jumped out to
an early 13-61ead, outscoring BW 7-0 in the ftrst six minutes of
the game.
However, B-W fought back
and briefly took the lead at 18-17
with 9:07 left in the first half on
a free throw by Tiffany Lockett.
JCU regained the lead 23-21
on a basket by Schumalcer with
4:32left in the half, and went on
another 7-0 run sparked by
sophomore Michelle Bie1ozer's
three point basket which made

The second half saw the Streaks
playing at their own pace, never
allowing B-W to come within six
points of the lead.
The Streaks capped off their
strong performance by outscoring
B-W 13-1 in the fmal two minutes
of the game.
The highlight of this run was
Bielozerbreakingtheschoolrecord
for assists in one season with 107.
"It's a real nice feeling," said
Bielozer when asked about the
record, but she was quick to note
that the strength of the team made
her accomplishment possible.
"I'm getting the assists because
my teammates are making the
baskets. Everybody helps each
other out, which makes it great to
be a part of this team."
Bielozer was not the only standout in the Streaks' victory.
Schumaker had a season high 24
points, with eight rebounds, three
blocks and two steals.
"Cindy is a good shooter," said
Allen. "She has spent a lot of time
on her own wooung on her game.
The key tonight was that we got her
the ball often."
Improving their record to 13-5,
74 in the OAC, the nationally
ranked Streaks look to Saturday's
game against the 4-11 Ouerbein
Cardinals.

The men's and women's indoor
track teams competed at the
Sparky Adams Invitational last
Friday at Baldwin Wallace.
Although neither team had an
individual winne:r in any event,
the women's team placed high
overall. The women tied Muskingum for fourth place with 50 points
each, while the rnen did not fare
well, scoring zero points.
"We actually treated that (the
meet) as more of a practice and
exposure than for the team to do
weU," said men's coach Don
Stupica
Stupica also irtdicated the meet
was the squad's first involvement
with competition this year and six
oftheeightteams competing were
able to practice on their indoor
facilities, while John Carroll lacks
such a facility.
"I think when we get outdoors
we'll be stronger because we'll be
getting people who don't contest
indoors (field events) that did well
last year," said Stupica.
Although the men 's team did
not score any points, three individuals qualified for the OAC
Championships in March.
Senior Jim MocGillis qualified
in the 500m (I: 11.32), freshmen
Jason Lehrer qualified in the
3200m (10:12.9) and senior Tim
Jewett qualified in the shot put
with a throw of 43 '11".
Women's coach Grove Jewett
was pleased with his team' s
showing this early into the season.
"Overall I am quite pleased because we have no training facility
here (John Carroll), whiletheother
teams do," said Jewett
Juniors Michelle Green and
Joanna Tomazic., both standouts
on the cross country team, also
qualified for the OAC meet.
Tomazic joined Sluga by qualifying in the 1500m (5: 11). Green
qualified in two €~vents, the 500m
(1:30.3) and the 3200m (12:15).
John Carroll and BaldwinWallace will be competing at the
Fredonia Invitational Saturday.

THE MERCEDARIANS
Comt, Shut Our Mission
REDEEMERS with tht
Vocatloa Ollie.

ORDIR OF OUR LADY OF MEllCY
6391 Drcxd Rd.
Plliladclphia, PA 191SI-l.S96
llS-171-451

Jl EDEEMER

MEN OF PRAYER
MEN OF ACTION
MEN WHO RISK THEIR UVES IFOR OTHERS
MEN WHO FOL!..OW CHRJSrs CALL
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classitieds
REE TRAVEL, CASH, AND
XCELLENT
BUSINESS
XPEIUENCE!! Openings available
or individuals or student organizations

Earn SIO.SOihr. pan-time/flexible hours
in ules. University Heights Aru. Call

promote thecount.ry's most successful

Rent a full-feaUIRd cellular phone for
only $4.95 per month. For more
information call Peter at 371-8631

PRING BREAK toun. Call Interpus Programs at 1-800-327-6013

201-408-5558.

------~-----------~

tudents or student organizations
romoting our Spring Break packages.
pay &c fuo. Call CMI 1-800-423264

ATTN: STUDENTS & NEW
FACULTY Short-term major medical
insurance for studenu that are no longer
covered under their parent's plans and
new faa~lly not yet eligible for group
plan. Affordable. Call Joe 691-9900

XTRA INCOME '92 Earn $200-SSOO
eckly mailing 1992 travel brochures.
·or more information send a selfddressed stamped envelope to: A1W
ravel, P.O. Box 430780, Mi.m, FL
3143

FOR SALE: '83 Audi SOOOTurbo, grey
w/new transmission, turbo, and radiator,
high mileage, southern car, full power
and phone. Must seJ1 $3500. Call397-

1------------~

RAISER: We're looking for a
ra~ernity,sororityorstudentorganizatioo

at would like tomake$500 - $1500 for
week martceting project on campus.
ust be organized and hard working.
U Betsy or Mary Beth 11 1-800-592-

5281.

THE BAD COMIK

~~~

~?,-?~,~,~t--~~~~~~.~~~~=x~~~
~~X.

~u

FEEBLE MIND

MARKRAKOCY

FAST FUIDRAISlNG PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities, student clubs.
Earn up to $1000 in one week. Plus
receive a $1000 bonus yourself. And a
FRJ1E WATCH just for calling 1-800932-{)528 ext. 65.

Ten Deep Theological
Questions
1. If Cod fruly had a link with the world,
why woulU "ne" choose Oral. Roberts?
2. What kind of car does Ood drive
(make, m()deJ, year)?
3. If the Holv TrinJty lii'Cflt golfing. who
would comp)ete the foursome?
4. V.'hat ~'S Cod Uke on "his" plzza'l
5. Excuse me Cod, but are those Bugle
Boy jeans you're weartng?
6. Where would Cod go on vacation, and
what ldnd of shorts would "he" wear.

121.

EASY MONEY!!! I will pay $25 for
our phone book. Call lee Ramsey
lectat615-577-7237
HELP WANTED: Sales/martceung
•nvironmental company. Part-Umesales/
artceting. Can be full -lime career. CaU
rsonnel director at 291-9415.
JlAl"AMA ern· Spring Break $216
1th transportation , $129 without
ransporution. CaU Mat helle at 371
ISS or Mau at397-5248.

have you heard this one?

SPRING BREAK TO FLORIDA
BEACHES FUN IN THE SUN, 4/Rm.
prices. Daytona$139, PanamaCiayS 129
Kitch, Wtrfrt & Trans Availalbe. Call
Michelle at 371-9155. CMI at 1800423-5263.

bikini or l:o0xer'?

,\uention Buffalo Bills Fans: There is
always next year and the year after and
the next,_..
Signed,
The Redskins

I mEW I SHOULD VE LEFT
ONE SPECIES BEHIND- IT'S
THOSE DAMN TERMITES!"

7. Old Jesu:; have an lnvtstble frimd?
8. If Cod 1" everywhere, where does "he"
pick up "hJs" mall?
9. Docs C.XI use metric. or US
Custornal)'?

10. What does Cod think about the new
U2album?

Best answers 10 follow in lhe next is,ue. CN Gra hies
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Zappitelli and Delap leave basketball team
Julie Evans
SportsEdtOf

Senior guards Matt Zappitelli
and Brian Delap recently quit the

John Carroll basketball team
leaving little explanation and no
public response from coaches.
Zappitelli's three and half
seasons of play demonstrated
prolific scoring. In the 1989-90
season he scored in double digits
in all but three games and received honorable mention AllOAChonors.
Similarly, Delap has been a

force both as a starter and coming
off the bench. He led the team in
free throw accuracy hitting 19 of
24 attempts in the 1990-91 and
currently ranks as JCU's all-time
most accurate free throw shooter.
When asked about leaving the
team both Zappitelli and Delap
preferred not to comment.
Head coach Tim Baab also refused to comment directly upon
why the players quit the team.
"Basically, I'd rather not comment," said Baab. "I think that the
focus should be on the guys still

working and doing things we've
been striving for."
''Tiley decided to leave the
basketball team and that was their
own personal decision," said
Baab. "They are fme lcids and I
wish them the best of luck."
However, Baab noted the complexity of the issue and that more
time was necessary to fully address the issue.
While there appears to be no
obvious reason for Zappitelli and
Delap's quitting, an anonymous
source may lend some insight

Men's basketball team lose two
DanStecz
Sports Reporter

Despite two excellent first half
performances by the men's basketball team they still suffered two
losses in conference play last week
bringing their OAC.record to 2-8
(8-9 overall).
"We're disappointed with the
losses, but everyone is still positive," said senior co-captain Sean
O'Toole. "Wecan'tseem toputa
fullgamet.ogether,and that's what
kills us."
The Blue Streaks flTSt loss of
the week came at the hands of the

Hiram Terriers.
Despite senior guard Mike
Toth's 25 points the team lost 9173.
On Saturday the Streaks played
host to theMuskies ofMuskingum
College, who defeated Carroll for
the 11th consecutive time.
The Streaks effort was led by
Sophomore guard John Bufford
who led the Streaks with 19 points.
However, it was not enough to
stop the Muslcies who won the
contest 63-47.
With the OAC tournament
quickly approaching the Streaks

need to fine--tune themselves
in order to win.
"We are really a young
team, and we are still learning
a chemistry," said O'Toole.
The Streaks traveled to
Baldwin-Wallace
on
Wendsday in search of their
third conference victory.
The last time these two meet
theStreakscameoutwitha6455 win, with Tothand freshman
forward Shannon Vickers
combining for 34 points.
The Streaks face Otterbein
on Saturday.

MEDICAL WARNING:
Failure to attend the Ronkin
MCAT course may be
hazardous to your score.
WE'LL
MAKE SURE YOU MAKE IT.
.
10 STUDENTS PIEft CLASS
fOO HOURS O!F LIVE IN8TPtUCTION
50 HOUPtS O!F LIVE TUTORIAL
NATIONAL 800 TELEPHONE HELPLINE
3 COMPUTilR• SCOREP DIAGN08TIC TESTS
SCIENCil JI'LASH CAADS
MATERIALS WRITTilN 8Y PH . C . S
M.C.S

a

ltlOHKIN

EDUCAliONAL GROUP

NOW IN CLEVELAND
27600 CHAGitiN BLVD., SUITt tOO • BEACHWOOD, OH 44122

591-0200

"There may need to be some
changes made in the handling of
players," said the source. "A lot
of times you play a lot and then sit
for the next two games and Baab
doesn't sit you down and tell you
why, or what you did wrong. It's
like a mind game trying to figure
him OUL"
..At the end of the season on
other teams you lcnow your role,
hut that d~n 't hannen at JCU."

said the source. "Your role
changes from game 10 game."
While junior guard/forward
Todd Lindeman also refused 10
comment, freshman forward
Shannon Vickers believed the
team has not been greatly affected.
"Really there have been no
changes," said Vickers. "It would
be a big help if they were here, but
we have to keep pushing."

Black powder rifles explored
Ric Forman!
by

~

OUTDOOR
JOURNAL

A buckskin jacket and a
coonskin cap cover the wandering modem day pioceer as a
deep trail is carved into the snow
covered forest floor. There is a
feelingofaweasthehunterrealizes that the only thing that
separates himself from his pioneer ancestors is his black powder rifle and time.
Through an interesting evolution, this smoke-belching rifle
givesAmericansasenseofheritage and pride. Admiration and
respect are two element! that
fac10r in10 .00 existence of this
itrearm.
The black powde~ rifle, now
called muzzle loader~ is recognized by 2 million hooters, 3
million target shooters and
roughly 4.5 million historical
collectors.
The early black powder rifles
ofthe wild frontier, descendants
oftheSpanishCont}Uistadorsof
the 1400's were very primitive
in nature. The basic structure
was a widdled or hand-carved
piece of timber for a stock, a
barrel and a piece of flint that

would trigger an initial spark
forane:xplosion. This early form
of ignition can be compared to
a firing-pin mechar~ism in a
modem rifle.
These early rifles were used
in many historical battle, such
as the American Revolutionary
War and the Civil War.
The powder used by most
muzzleloader shooters is a synthetic fonn of powder called
Pyrodex which increased the
speed and power of the rifle.
This is a faster burning powder
that is less volatile.
Toactually shoot one of these
loud primitive monsters is quite
an ordeal. The shooter becomes
the eye of the hurricane as the
thunderous roar-and immense
cloud of white smoke encircles
him, as bright red ftre and lead
spray from the barrel.
Modern black. powder
muzzle loaders come in two
different styles-flintlock and
percussion. Naturally, the more
primitive flintlock rifle is fired
by a firing mechanism using
flint The percussion rifle uses a
primer or cap to create the initial explosion.
Many enthusiasts prefer 10
shoottheflintlocktoadanextra
element of excitement when
target shooting or hunting.

AllENTION: CINCINNATI
AREA STUDENTS
The 1992 Xlvler Summer Sessions Bulletin of Classes &
Workshops Is now available. Undergraduate &graduate level
courses offered in the areas of Arts &Sciences, Business,
Education, Professional Studies & Social Sciences from
May 18-August 14. For your copy

~~~"-~'

X\VIER

Summer sessions
UNIVERSJTY
3800 VIctory Parkway
Cincinnati, OH 45207·3123
5131745-3601

I

Xa11ier Ufliwrsily is a11 academic commwtily cOIIIfflilttd to tqllDI opport1111iJy for
all ptrso/IS rtgardltss of agt, stx, race, rtligio11, Mndicap, or IID/i()M/ Ol'igill.

